
Intergalactic Securities & Management Corporation
Why ISMC?
Intergalactic Securities has a serious financial toolbox including asset management and 
protection, enterprise organization and complex capital structure custom made for demanding 
operating environments that focus on long term multi-generation new wealth creation, nation 
building, revitalized community, general and specific industry renaissance.

Intergalactic Securities is dedicated to private companies, new issues and custom made 
solutions, prospectus, enterprise and industry development, and most of all The Individual. 
This leads to what the individual or even what the people in the enterprise envision, working 
towards that vision, those corresponding goals and mission, or even a better one that may 
exist or be developed.

This altruistic platform of ideals includes to augment, amplify, facilitate the cause and effect, 
to add and grow competence and capabilities, new ways of being, doing, achieving, greater 
awareness, something more comprehensive, yet simplifying the complex, making it easier, 
more understandable, more streamlined, practical, fluid, dynamic and alive. This means 
freedom, to create, build, experience and achieve, independence.

Intergalactic Securities streamlines initial organization, venture capital, multiple timelines, 
choice points, jurisdictions, entities, capital structure, products, services, prime contract, co-
development, various financial and non-financial investment, development, acquisition and 
even contribution options, that are extremely useful for parallel transaction accounts.

Intergalactic Securities is without parallel or equal anywhere. It is significantly different than 
conventional stock markets, typical wealth management, public companies, and limited 
options, controlling, excessively regulatory and oppressive environments or people, entities, 
enterprise and organizations that have little or no vision, certainly not nation building vision, 
those kind of people that go out of their way to make life difficult for everyday people.

Dysfunctional social, political or economic environments are part of reality, however, there are 
many incredible things that can be done to minimize, neutralize or eliminate those elements. 
With Intergalactic Securities, we can go on to build something more civilized, purposeful and 
advanced, something with value, integrity, providence and excitement, real excitement, 
something to write home about.

All the great news that will follow is something you might eventually find in a newspaper 
owned and operated by the members of their community, to guarantee freedom of speech, 
organization and association, the essential arsenal of democracy. Having the capacity where 
you can find someone else, others like you, that does really care about individual freedom, 
prosperity and success, as this empowers the community, with a better quality of life with 
good solid paying jobs, careers and enterprise commerce. The present moment of right now 
and the future that offers opportunity, with these elements something much more than what 
would otherwise be never possible in the current operating environment, becomes reality.

Intergalactic Securities offers the kind of privacy, integrity, altruism, loyalty, purpose and focus 
on the enterprise, its mission and vast range of logistical resources required to make it 
happen. We can have that everyday confidence, experience and remarkable sense of self 
esteem, happiness and trust that things are really getting better, honesty in relationships, 
business and transactions are essential to that reality, otherwise everything self destructs. 
You may have noticed this already here and there around the world and even in Canada.

Even as the universe has tremendous magnitude and vast space and massive scale, 
Intergalactic Securities endeavours to offer and integrate dynamic, relevant and providential 
resources empowering individuals and enterprise to achieve their goals envisioned. 
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Of course, anyone being involved with Intergalactic Securities may already know that the 
universe is a really big place and we are not running it. However, as we accept more personal 
responsibility, learn and grow and express the best of who we are in the environment we are 
in, we step forward and advance in the direction of our dreams, our true hearts desire, 
hopefully our real purpose, we increase in power, we grow in character, we can create value 
and maybe do things that would not otherwise be possible, because we are more organized, 
we do a lot of thinking, but we also act with heart and soul. We may even do things that we 
have no explanation for, it is from the heart, the essence of our reality and what is important 
to us. We press forward and advance, even if we do not have the resources we think we need 
or want, we are doing, moving, being, creating, expressing the best of who we are. That's 
what's important. It is not any old quest, it is not all about money and power, or even fame 
and anything else. We can look at things from an incredible point of view. This will make 
whatever we endeavour, infinitely more successful and manageable, as we build great things 
together. The endeavours and enterprise is like an opportunity for expression and growth.

Naturally, here we promote creativity, productivity and profitability, in diverse industries, 
trades, professions, enterprise and entrepreneurs. This includes the providence of resources, 
infrastructure, ideas, both general and custom configured to quickly generate dynamic 
capabilities for any level of government or operational entities. We can work together to 
revitalize, empower, build and super charge the community, a municipality, program, projects, 
a group of people and the individual. The visionnaire and pro-active people are essential.

Ideas transform into various plans, design engineering, research and development, resource 
and personnel organization, manufacturing, marketing and distribution logistics, long term 
product development, service and secure supply lines and of course much more depending 
on the endeavour. Creativity, innovation, custom build, limited or even mass customization of 
high quality products and services, all these things add value, capability and a wealth of 
resources to what we are working on together. The big picture is made of many details.

Likewise, the initial idea, small or grand vision can have some important details in it, like the 
pieces in a puzzle, to render something tangible, real, worthwhile, something we can build 
with far into the future. As you may imagine, this Product of Canada, Canadianism, is where it 
is at. Canadianism will create common wealth, like what we started with, smarter more 
competent people, incredibly exciting, challenging and rewarding opportunity, jobs and 
careers that pay, that get you fired up with enthusiasm, energy, vitality and fire. 

With Canadianism proposed by Intergalactic Securities, you will have more trades, 
engineering, production, enterprise creating along with new products, technology and 
services. Now this is great news as many people like to work at something they really enjoy 
and that is important, after all, fulfillment, job satisfaction and everyday happiness with 
Canadianism, people will be happier, healthier, more productive and successful. 

Intergalactic Securities is dedicated to creative imagination and vision, investing energy and 
work with heart and soul, fulfilling enterprise development, a prospectus loaded with amazing 
details and vision, organized with capital structure and securities, resources, infrastructure 
and expertise, so we can transform thought into reality and build great things together. 

Now you know that the alternate reality creation engine exists. 

Are you ready to "envision, plan, build and manage anything...
with Intergalactic Securities & Management Corporation?  

Join today!
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